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Foreword of CEO Hugo Rohner

1 What Does Sustainability

Dear Readers!

Mean for SKIDATA?

For 40 years, SKIDATA and its access systems have been providing convenience and
success for its customers. Even today, we
feel obliged to adhere to this motto. Short
waiting times, intuitive operation and a long
life cycle distinguish SKIDATA’s solutions.
They guarantee an efficient and secure operation and offer a diversity of possibilities
to maximize your business success. Ever year millions of people around the globe
pass through the company's systems. This
involves an enormous responsibility – for
users, operators, but also for the world in
which we live in.
Consistent new thinking about and reconsideration of sustainability – both in social, environmental and economic regard
– shape the core of SKIDATA’s philosophy.
Our founding history already roots in a fundamental ecological vigilance – it was about
connecting the mountains, the environment
and us humans in a technologically gentle
way and about simplifying the path to the
joys of winter sports.
We use, whenever possible, eco-friendly and resource saving materials. Thus, we
have been offering recyclable RFID-tickets
for 25 years, keep our transport routes very
short, realize modern traffic concepts with
our parking space solutions, and support
ecological sustainable mobility. To give you
a current example: Our development team
succeeded in decreasing the energy use of
the gate Barrier.Gate significantly in comparison to the previous model. All along,
our creations stand for the highest quality,
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have been successfully in operation for decades and guarantee an optimal product
life cycle. Repair and maintenance easiness
are an integral component of our product
understanding.
As an IT company in the visitor management
sector, we process personal data. Thereby,
data protection laws play a substantial role
– for every new solution and from the first
planning step. Like this, our customers have
systems at their disposal that allow comprehensive data privacy.
Responsible Management requires the engagement of all our 1,350 employees, in
the headquarters in Salzburg as well as
in our other branches. The corporate culture is characterized by a climate of openness and appreciation. As a family-oriented
company, we offer various part-time models and support our employees with numerous measures. All our business partnerships
are based on long-term and local cooperations. We have been working with our main
supplier since the founding of our company in 1977. Many stakeholders partake in the
quality of our products, in our revenue and in
our economic success that we as a company generate: customers, employees, partners, suppliers, owners, the community as
well as banks. In order to realize our visions
and value propositions, we rely on a close
collaboration with our whole environment.
This brochure we are giving you hereby documents that the social, environmental and
economic responsibility is the center of attention in our actions and success.
Hugo Rohner, CEO
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Facts & Figures

2 SKIDATA at
a Glance

Headquarters

Grödig near Salzburg / Austria

Founded

1977 – First ticketing system for ski resorts developed

Owner

Wholly-owned subsidiary of the Swiss-based Kudelski
Group, a leading global supplier of security solutions
for digital television and physical access

Employees

1,350 worldwide

Distribution

Direct and indirect salespersons worldwide (25 subsidiaries,
5 joint ventures and more than 50 VAR/OEM partners)

Registered
Patents

> 100 own patent families and access to
> 50,000 patents through reciprocal licensing agreements
between Kudelski and Google, Cisco, and many others

2016 Turnover

292 million €

Installations

More than 10,000 worldwide

SKIDATA’s philosophy is simple but successful: “Think innovatively and use synergies.” Like this, we were the first company
to implement professional ticketing solutions
in ski resorts. Using the role as a technical
pioneer, our action scope has extended to
shopping malls, airports, sport stadiums,
fairs and amusement parks. Today, millions
of people around the world use SKIDATA’s
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products every day. All this is accompanied
with a big responsibility. In order to do it justice, SKIDATA offers effective business models for operators and convenient solutions
for visitors. The technical products convince
with a high reliability and are safe from fraud
to a high degree.
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Our Mission

3 The SKIDATA

Our access solutions empower our customers to drive their business forward.

Philosophy

Our Values
Spirit of Passion
We work as a professional and integrated international team, combining
our strengths and continuously building upon our expertise. Our people are
supported and encouraged in being their best so they can deliver their best.
Open-minded in our thinking, leading edge with our solutions, always on the
side of our stakeholders. Everything we do - we do it with passion.

Spirit of
Passion

Superior Reliability
We operate responsibly and always stand by our word: as a company, as a team, as
individuals. We secure investments in our company and in our products by providing
the highest quality solutions that continue delivering well into the future. This is
based on a corporate culture characterized by trust, respect and teamwork.
Strong Commitment

Superior
Reliability

We are always there. For one another as a team, for our customers and partners. Global,
professional, fast and reliable. We act as a team, working closely together to deliver
responsive, continuous service. Whatever we do - we do it with commitment.
Setting Trends
Strongly grounded in the present, we are already thinking about the day after
tomorrow. Together we conceive new ideas and develop them into sophisticated
products. Utilizing broad market understanding, foresight and innovative
thinking, we set trends that set new benchmarks in access management. As a
result our customers and partners are always a step ahead.

Strong
Commitment

Setting
Trends
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4 Corporate Strategy

It is important to us to help our customers
reach their goals with reliable systems. With
sustainable and profitable growth in addition to maximum benefits for all shareholders, SKIDATA wants to make sure that it is a
good partner, supplier, employer and customer. We live our social, environmental and
economic responsibility every day, which
acts as a guarantor for our long-term success. A concept that has stood the test: at
“Austria’s Leading Companies”, SKIDATA
was on the winners’ podium for the state of
Salzburg in both 2008, 2009 and 2015.
The foundation of success are our employees. Constantly focusing on sustainable and
innovative solutions, they are already taking
the next step towards the future: For many years, the company has been engaged
in web-based services. The decisive question is: Which advantages do customers
gain from online connectivity? The result:
the cloud solution by SKIDATA. Customers benefit from unlimited online access to
software services and resources. Like this,
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customers can act independent from time
and place, they receive business insights in
real-time and reduce costs and the complexity of their IT. SKIDATA specialists administer and secure the services of the
cloud solution, which guarantees a high failure safety. The only thing the user needs today is a computer with Internet access.
SKIDATA believes in internationality and
growth. From the beginning, the company
has reached new markets and is now represented in over 100 countries. We continue
to focus on profitable expansion and want
to gain additional markets for us. Long-term
partnerships with our customers are the top
priority. We place a correspondingly high
value on professional customer service.
Using remote diagnosis and remote maintenance, we will recognize possible faults
pro-actively and run automated software
updates. Thus, our customers` systems are
always state-of-the-art.
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Hugo Rohner

5.1 Code of Conduct

5 Corporate Governance

Robert Weiskopf

According to the stock corporation act, the
executive board at SKIDATA AG manages the company on its own responsibility
while taking the shareholders’ interests into
Executive Board

Alexander Vouk

consideration. The supervisory board supports the executive board in essential decisions. The executive board consists of three
people.

As soon as people work together, responsibility and how to deal with one another increase in meaning. Working at SKIDATA is
characterized by mutual respect and trust.
The following values guide us:
• integrity and respect
• performance and output-driven

• customer's focus
• creativity and innovation
• flexibility and independence
The reputation of a company is of priceless value. The employees and partners of
SKIDATA are responsible for the good reputation of the company.

Hugo Rohner

Chairman

Excerpt from the Code of Conduct:

Alexander Vouk

Finances

Robert Weiskopf

Sales

We want to be unique: in what and how we do it, as individuals and as a company. “We want
to do the right things in the right way”, which is how it is worded in our Code of Conduct.

Supervisory Board
Charles Egli

Chairman

Mauro Saladini

Vice Chairman

Andrè Kudelski
Maitre Patrick Foetisch
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• All employees are obligated to maintain the company’s values.
• All employees act to the best of their knowledge and belief
when it comes to the well-being of the company.
• All employees protect confidential information.
• All employees protect the company’s assets and provide
for their proper and sensible application.
• No employee accepts bribes or tries to bribe.
• The company does not tolerate chicanery or harassment.
• The health and safety of our employees are of highest priority.
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The SKIDATA team consists of 1,200 employees in 25 countries around the globe.
They are responsible for our success.

6 Social Sustainability*

The team is characterized by a high level of
education and training that is substantiated
and in line with the current state of knowledge, great ambition and team spirit. In return, we act as an attractive employer that
takes development and career, equal opportunities and flexibility seriously. Our employees appreciate a high degree of individual
responsibility and various prospects to develop on a professional and personal basis.
We facilitate promotion and transformation

We support the individual skills of our employees. Every year, we conduct performance reviews, which are very important
to us, and executives are obligated to carry
them out. Frequent internal communication
and information events, an open door policy, and the information platform of the intranet are only a few examples of how we

6.1 Communication with
our Employees*

opportunities within the enterprise. Job rotation and job enrichment are enjoyed highly.
The employees' satisfaction manifests itself
in a low fluctuation rate. Thanks to an average staff fluctuation of only 6 percent per
year, our customers can count on the same
contacts long-term.
The company is a training facility that has
been awarded multiple times, and the majority of our apprentices stays with the company after graduating from their apprenticeships. Over 8 percent of our employees today already completed their apprenticeships
with SKIDATA.

practice communication at SKIDATA. Collective leisure and sports activities complete
our communication offerings.
An example for actual open communication is
our regular “After Work Get Together” event.
There, the executive board or employees
present current issues, which are then discussed afterwards.

* SKIDATA Headquarters
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6.2 Compensation and Working Hours*

Responsible management means to us that we take the rights of
our employees seriously and to cater for their needs.
Flexible working hours and part-time models
• Almost 10 percent of our employees work in various part-time models.
• We enable our employees individual hour reductions and increases,
if they agree with the task fields and goals of the company.
Performance and goal-oriented compensation
• Bonus payments for individual performances and goal achievements.
• Company bonus to support team spirit.
* SKIDATA Headquarters
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6.3 Occupational Safety and Precautions*

The safety and health of our employees are
of high importance. SKIDATA places value
on ergonomic workstations, and, thereby,
the safety and health of our employees has
high priority. Laptops, Internet access and
remote access ensure an increased level

of mobility for our employees. On average,
every employee’s workstation measures 11
square meters. Safety advisors* and data
protection officers* are available to answer
all questions regarding these matters.

IT equipment
• Use of modern TFT monitors with 23 or 24 inch
• Use of brand devices
• Consideration of health issues: no DECT telephones (Digital
European Cordless Telephone), no printer at the workstation
• Enhanced consideration of producers that engage in green IT (Cisco, IBM, Dell, Apple)
• Sensible further use of used devices
Health care and exercise
• Company doctor
• Comprehensive health packages
• Company exercise groups

6.4 Diversity and Equal

SKIDATA considers the collaboration with
people from different countries and with
different cultures to be an enormous enrichment. As an international company, we
place value on diversity and a tolerant climate when choosing new employees.

Opportunities*

Nationalities at SKIDATA

Equal treatment of applicants, independent
of gender, age and lifestyle, their ethnical
background and religion (Fig. 1). The average number of interviews per year are 300.
Increase of the percentage of women
• 20 percent of employees at
SKIDATA are women.
• We make an effort to increase this
number through programs such as
FIT or the participation at Girls’ Day.

Austria
Others (EU)
Germany

* SKIDATA Headquarters
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359
31
44

Asia & Pacific
USA

2
1

6.5 Human Resource Development
and Further Training

SKIDATA continuously and substantially invests in further training of its employees. The
personal development of our employees is a
central focus for us, which is why we support further training and education. Since
our team has a high level of knowledge, we

live the model “employees train employees”.
Furthermore, external training compliments
the training programs. SKIDATA has received multiple awards for being an apprentice institution and trains about 20 apprentices in the headquarters each year.

Further education programs*

Numbers and figures: Internal
product training per year at the
SKIDATA Group worldwide

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SKIDATA specific product training
Expert and technical training
Trainer qualifications
Training for managers
Project management
Social competencies
Language courses
Business courses

(January 1st 2015 – December 31th 2015)
• 133 training offers
• 826 training days

Investments in education and further training per employee: EUR 500,-

Numbers and figures: external training*
(January 1st 2015 – December 31th 2015)
• 1090 course days per year
Days of Training / Department

Days of Training / Category

Functional Skills
Social and Personal Skills
Apprenticeship
Language
Education
Others

HR/PLM/Board19
Marketing & Sales
11
Finance & Administration
160
R&D
347
Operations
433
VE Austria
81
BLM			
36

545
226
94
10
211
1

* SKIDATA Headquarters
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Employee Key Figures

2012

2014

2015

Average age (age pyramid)

36,4 years 36,6 years 37,3 years

38 years

Average period of employment

7,55 years

7,1 years

5%

6%

7%

5%

10 %

8%

9%

9,8 %

6,78 %

6,8 %

4,5 %

4,2 %

Percentage of women

22 %

21 %

20 %

20 %

In management positions

14 %

11 %

14,5 %

14,3 %

Percentage of academics

30 %

32 %

32 %

32 %

9%

7,9 %

6%

6%

Average staff growth
(of the last 7 years)
Part-time employees
(including partial retirement)

6.6 Employee Key Figures

Ratio of apprentices

and Gender Aspects*

Fluctuation rate

6.7 Corporative Commitment*

SKIDATA is a family-friendly employer. We
offer various part-time models, flexible working hours based on trust, and try to minimize
the volume of travel for our employees.
There is no general company holiday, which
means that personal vacation planning can
be made individually and independently of
company schedules.

7,5 years 7,6 years

In terms of our products, we make sure that
people with a physical limitation can use
them likewise. It is important for SKIDATA to
share success with others. Thus, every year,
we function as the sponsor for the wheelchair table tennis tournament in order to give
athletes the opportunity to present their performance in public.

* SKIDATA Headquarters
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2013
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7 Environmental Sustainability

It is particularly important to SKIDATA to
deal with resources in an economical and
reasonable way. This means in concrete
terms that we use recyclable or biodegradable products whenever the circumstances allow for it, and we make an effort to
avoid garbage and optimize routes. We already started with recyclable RFID cards in
1987. Apropos, this contact-free access –
RFID stands for radio-frequency identification – is an achievement by SKIDATA. Today, we go one step further with our access
cards, as they are available free of Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and Bisphenol A (BPA).
The choice of our production locations also takes place with regard to the shortest
possible transport routes. Our main supplier and central repair workshop are located

7.1 Mobility

As an international company, it is also important to SKIDATA to provide sustainable
mobility solutions. For this reason, SKIDATA
is committed to developing solutions that
support that are in support of goal, for example, to ease the transition from private car to public transportation. Another example is the company’s promotion of electric mobility.
Already, more than half of the world's population lives in cities, and this trend is getting stronger – by 2050, this number will have grown to be more than two thirds. Since most people still prefer to get around by
car in their daily lives, they are on the road
much more often than the previous generation was. This trend is set to continue, leading to even heavier traffic and congestion.
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in close proximity of SKIDATA. Responsible
technicians periodically update products,
hard- and software to the state-of-the-art in
order for them to be operational for many
years to come.
We can contribute crucial eco-credentials
with our innovations particularly in the parking space management and mobility sector
– today and even more accelerated in the
future: Park&Ride and City Toll solutions, the
integration of public transport systems with
our installation and electronic mobility.
Anyone who invests in SKIDATA products,
does not just purchase the highest quality,
but also invests in a clean environment at
the same time.

Therefore, it is now more important than ever
to offer intelligent and sustainable mobility
solutions. The aim is to unite the stationary
and moving traffic as well as to identify ways
to ease the transition from automobiles to
public transport.
The better that parking facilities are included
into the complete travel chain and the more they are part of integrated mobility services, the more attractive it will be for the
end user to upgrade to other means of travel - such as public transportation. With its
Park & Ride and City solutions, SKIDATA is
making a significant step in this direction. In
2015, SKIDATA was nominated for the Austrian State Mobility Prize in recognition of its
contributions in this area.
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7.2 Electric mobility

Electric mobility has been a focus at
SKIDATA for some time now. With the Ampere.Gate, SKIDATA offers an electric charging column that is fully integrated into the
SKIDATA total solution and makes it easy to
charge an electric car - right in the parking
garage, and without any registration required. Customers can simply plug their electric car into the column and then pay for

charging together with the parking ticket.
In addition to the Ampere.Gate and thanks
to specially developed e-charging interfaces, electric charging stations that you may
already have from another supplier can also be integrated. These measures facilitate
your entry into the world of e-mobility and give end users the ability to recharge their car
while parking in your facility.

7.3 Transport

Our revenues increase constantly, and this
also brings along an increase in transport
demand. One of our sustainable strategies

keeps transport routes as short as possible.
We optimize our logistical concepts and assignments of our employees on location.

Avoiding environmental pollution through route optimization
• Video conference systems are installed in the headquarters and all bigger branches.
• E-training courses reduce travel activities of our employees
and increase the quality of life for their families.
• Step-by-step instructions enable our customers to service products
themselves, and decrease travel activities of our technicians.
• Precise planning of service technician assignments reduces
CO2 emission of our company vehicles.
• Carriage without load is avoided by precise forecast
processes in production and at our suppliers.
• Employees have remote access to internal resources.
• Remote management of installed systems saves technician assignments on site.
Environmental management in production
• All production partners are located in Europe close to SKIDATA’s headquarters.
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7.4		 Resource Efficiency

SKIDATA conducts audits at bigger suppliers and partners.
Examples of sustainable solutions that our main supplier relies on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heat production from wave soldering machines and reflow ovens
Changing to flux with a diluted basis
Hot water production from the waste heat of air compressors
Heating of the automatic high rack warehouse from the waste heat of air compressors
Use of water-soluble paint
Reusable packaging for production parts
No air conditioning in production areas

It is an internal rule that at least two thirds
of all suppliers must have a published
sustainability strategy. It is our aim that no

more than 5 percent of our entire production material purchase comes from suppliers without reasonable sustainability efforts.

Aware of its social responsibility, SKIDATA
purposefully promotes the optimization of
resources and reconsiders them consistently. In addition to individual products,

we target all components of operating procedures. Thus, we use digital data transfer
and eco-friendly packaging materials, for
example.

Packaging
• No use of ecologically harmful foam packaging: Instead, use of light air cushions
and cardboard to reduce transport costs and to protect the environment
• Use of recyclable paper fillings, which can be individually adjusted to the required volume
• Multiple use of anti-static packaging
Waste separation
• Separation of glass, batteries, paper and cardboard from residual waste
• Collection of bulk and electronic garbage
Avoiding paper through digital data transfer
• Reduction of printed documentation thanks to training videos
• Savings on paper and shipping costs by offering the complete
documentation as a download or online help
• Savings on paper and shipping costs by using a direct electronic
network between producers, suppliers and partners

7.5 Energy Efficiency

SKIDATA is committed to protecting the
climate. We consider energy efficiency in
buildings and of our working equipment as
a responsibility. We produce products that
are characterized by decreasingly low energy usage. SKIDATA’s employees work with
the most modern technology, which, at the
same time, is as eco-friendly as possible.
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For all products, we use long-lasting, ecofriendly and resource-efficient LED technology. Energy efficiency constitutes an important criterion in the development of new
products. Thus, low energy use was the priority of the new gate Barrier.Gate. Inherently, we use stand-by functions that minimize
energy use.
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A further measure to reduce energy use is
the vehicle detection: thereby, our parking
columns only turn on when a car is right in
front of it. Only then are display and ticket
button lights activated. Thus, energy use is
reduced by about 10 Watts during running
operation.
Our access components in the visitor management sector are equipped with brightness control. Hence, display brightness on
access readers Freemotion.Gate and Vario.
Gate are adjusted to the environment and
reduced to as much as 50 percent. Another
example for energy efficiency manifests itself
in the new gate Barrier.Gate. It is equipped
with electronics that do not need heating
above minus 20 degrees Celsius. In comparison, older gate models activated heating
already at temperatures under zero degrees
Celsius. Hereby, the average performance
reduction amounts to about 100 Watts.
The new gate is equipped with a motor controller, which has a built in controller function
and, as a result, saves energy.
The hosting center also contributes to energy efficiency. A substantial amount of access data accumulates in the visitor management and parking business sectors. We

offer to host data with us so that SKIDATA
customers do not have to set up their own IT
infrastructure and invest in expensive server architecture. Thereby, we naturally rely on
the most advanced technologies in order to
decrease our energy use (blade server, economical CPUs, 2.5” instead of 3.5” drives).
We invest in devices that can be used longterm and incorporate the energy use in product life cycles into our calculations. With the
help of visualization, we have been successful in reducing deployed hardware. Server
services of all branches are centralized to
optimize all available resources.
We make sure that the work devices of all our
employees have high-quality features and a
long life cycle. Older computers are kept in
use as long as it is economically reasonable
or are donated. When purchasing new appliances, the energy consumption and life
cycle play an important role. SKIDATA increasingly uses energy-saving laptops.
In 2007, the company joined “Netzwerk
Klimabündnis” (Network Climate Alliance).
This alliance represents the biggest communal climate protection network in Europe.
The aim of climate alliance businesses is to
reduce climate-damaging emissions and to
protect the rainforest.

Previous measures
• Use of energy-saving light bulbs and motion detectors,
which save light as soon as nobody is in a room.
• Reduction of heat loss through solid heat insulation and vestibules in entrance areas.
• Reduction of printing costs and stand-by usage of many single devices through
serially arranged and collectively used printers and copy machines.
• Conscious handling and economical use of air conditioning in rooms.
• Modern vehicle fleet with economical motor technology.
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8 Economic

Ever since the founding in 1977, SKIDATA
has taken up the cause of economic efficiency. The first systems originated from the
desire of the ski lift operators to act more economically. Nothing has changed with this
today. The focus of all our developments is
still the maximization of the operators’ business successes and the convenience for
our end customer.

Sustainability

The protection of resources through optimal
material input, the extremely long life cycle
of our products even under extreme conditions, the frequent maintenance and repair
of hardware, the research for alternatives in

8.1 Products and

We conceptualize products and services
that are under the obligation of the requirements of comprehensive sustainability. We
count on energy optimization and on long
life cycles of our products. When it comes to
the development of products, we focus on
repair-friendliness and recyclability. Product

Services

case of questionable ingredients – all that
has made SKIDATA into what it is today. By
now, more than 10,000 access and entry
systems are in use successfully worldwide.
The long-term existence of our company
and the controlled growth around the globe
have shown that we are on the right path.
The investment in SKIDATA products promises highest quality and long durability. Our
reliable systems equally offer excellent product life cycles, as well as convenience, design and speed.

safety and data protection are already considered during the development phase.
Thereby, we ensure best possible data protection, and our systems can be configured
in various ways depending on country-specific legal frameworks. Our products are constructed in modules and thus easy to repair.

Product life cycles
• We enable long-term use of our products for customers by guaranteeing the
availability of spare parts for at least 7 years beyond discontinuation date.
• It is the defined goal for every product development to increase
the amount of reusable and recyclable modules.
• On average, SKIDATA systems are used for 8 to 10 years.
Repair: Recycling protects the environment and the budget
•
•
•
•
•
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More than 24,000 repairs each year
Employment of 21 staff in the service logistics department
Use of unleaded soldering solution
Decrease of printing and paper costs through EDP-supported work processes
Reusable packaging to reduce waste.
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8.2 Innovation and Design – The Joy
of Research and Development

8.3 Business Relations

All SKIDATA employees commit themselves
to innovative thinking and behavior. Around
20 percent of the revenue goes directly into the research and development of new
solutions. In order to guarantee high safety standards for innovations, SKIDATA relies on strong partners. We use the synergies of a global network – consisting of
subsidiaries, joint ventures and research
cooperations. Contacts to forums and associations, for example with regard to issues such as NFC (Near Field Communication), C2C (Car to Car) and C2X (Car to Infrastructure), serve to realize society trends
in current products. In order to extend our
know-how and to encourage young talents,
we are looking to cooperate with universities. Our innovative and meticulous product

development has stood the test for many
years, which one can see in the Salzburg Innovation Prize that we were awarded for our
access reader Freemotion.Gate in 2007. In
2008, SKIDATA received the “Intertraffic Innovation Award” for its payment and vending machine ‘Power.Cash’.

The company stands for fair cooperation
and openness through dialogue. Honesty
and transparency, let it be in dealing with
partners, customers, employees or suppliers, are an indispensable operation maxim.
Great trust and appreciation are the foundation for long-term business relations.

survey customer satisfaction with questionnaires. Today, SKIDATA has more than
10,000 solutions in use around the globe and
works with more than 100 partners. Many
distribution partners have great know-how
and have been cooperating with SKIDATA
for decades.

More than 1,000 professionals and a firm
focus on research and development form
SKIDATA's success foundation; so does the
acknowledgement that we carry responsibility for society as a whole and sustainability.
In addition, we benefit from the global network of the Swiss Kudelski Group, to which
SKIDATA belongs as a subsidiary.

Our partners benefit from continuity, an international network and a great know-how.
In order to improve business relations, we
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9 Certified quality management

Delivering the highest quality is anchored in
the core of the SKIDATA corporate philosophy. We place the same emphasis on the
high quality of our products, as we do in every aspect of our professional work. Being
awarded the ISO 9001 standard now demonstrates that this applies also to the quality
of our management systems.
As an integral part of quality management,
SKIDATA puts the focus, among other things,
on customer orientation and the increase
in customer satisfaction. Furthermore, the

9.1 Data hosting in accordance

Data generation, hosting, and processing
are essential in the field of access management. In order to demonstrably prove that at
SKIDATA this takes place under high quality standards, we have received the international standard ISAE 3402 certification. This
ensures that your data is processed and
stored according to certified procedures.
And not only that: with the ISAE 3402 certification you can demonstrate exactly this to
your auditors also.

to international standards

About ISAE 3402
The "International Standard on Assurance
Engagements" (ISAE 3402) is the international testing standard which assesses the
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strong focus on quality leads to a continuous improvement of our solutions, services,
and processes.
Even with the certification, we are not resting
on this developed quality management system, but rather it is subject to continuous improvement; it is a living system. This means
that working methods, processes, and their
documentation are always being adapted to
the new conditions and therefore are seeing
an ongoing improvement.

effectiveness of the internal control system (ICS) of service organizations. The aim
of ISAE 3402 is to comprehensively test
the internal control system of an organization and to evaluate its effectiveness in detail. The audit is carried out over a period of
six months. The ISAE 3402 audit report includes the opinion of an external auditing organization regarding the control processes
of the service provider, a description of the
control points, the test method and checks,
information concerning the test period, and
a statement about the effectiveness of the
controls.
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9.2 FSC for Responsible

SKIDATA produces 40 million paper tickets
each year – and all of them sustainably and
eco-friendly. The used paper comes from
responsible resources. Now, SKIDATA is
FSC®-certified for its efforts.

Economic Management

FSC is an international NGO pursuing the
aim of responsible forestry. It was founded
in order to ensure an ecologically adjusted,
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socially supportive and economically profitable cultivation of forests. Independent certification authorities issue the FSC Certificate
in order to make the ecologically and socially responsible forestry visible worldwide
on products using an official seal. SKIDATA
complies with the standards of the FSC: all
paper tickets are obtained from paper from
responsible resources.
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10 SKIDATA Business Areas
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Mountain
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Parking
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Park & Ride
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Retail
Shopping
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Office Parking
Airports

Public
Transport
Cities &
Municipalities
Residential
Parking
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11 Subsidiaries and Joint

Ventures around the Globe
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SKIDATA is a member
of the austrian CSR
network respACT.
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